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Black Salve Cancer Cure
Note we do not recommend you make black slave check credited naturopaths
and doctors are dangerous website for trusted sources.
Overview and credits..............................................................................................................
Black Salve Recipe …………………………………………………………………………………..
"For the medical profession this era may well be one of the most shameful and
ethically questionable periods of its history." Stanley Wohl, M.D.- The Medical
Industrial Complex (1984)
“PROVEN cancer cures like black salve and Medical marijuana remain none
mainstream for treatment because of suppression and a profit motive- nothing else.
It is for this reason the trustee’s will now create open source information on the
Panacea university to get real time progress “–Ashtweth Palise Trustee and Co
founder of Panacea.

Overview and credits

A Panacea Volunteer -Marty who successfully documented
his skin cancer cure using black salve

Given the conflict of interest present in the Pharmaceutical industry and in the
“cancer business”, the Panacea University has decided to open up an OPEN
SOURCE section covering alternative medicine. This move is to help ensure that there
is policing by an independent; evidence based none aligned NON PROFT institute.
A complete FREE and open source alternative cancer cure course will be added into
the new alternative medicine section on the Panacea University some time in 2011.
This document is a preview of what is to come. Medical marijuana and other
suppressed cures will be added into this world worst completely free alternative
cancer cure open source manual. We will also film a Panacea production. We have
also decided to include an alternative medicine section in our proposed granted
non profit research and development centre. Mean time institutes like the
http://www.hippocrates.com.au/ centre are a great alternative health care
resource.
Full credits for this ALL this information must go to the one answer to cancer DVD,
please consider supporting the doctors are dangerous web site and our hero Elaine
Hollingsworth Hollywood Film Star Turned Health Crusader. Getting the DVD helps
every one.

Beautiful inside and out
Elaine Hollingsworth

Vivacious and energetic, Elaine is living proof that her theories work. A former
Hollywood actress, she is Director of the Hippocrates Health Centre in Queensland,
Australia, where she lectures on health issues and continues her research into natural
ways of maintaining good health.
Note- Quackwatch’s coverage of black salve is not accurate for the true black
salve treatment, some salves may be un-safe always stick to the genuine black
salve recipe from trusted sources.
Successful Black Salve testimonials are all over you tube and the internet - In fact
they number in the thousands. These testimonials have only resulted because
cancer sufferers researched the information by themselves. This is because your
doctor currently does not prescribe this treatment to you. Why? There is there no
informed consent, a combination of a conflict of interest and IGNORANCE of black
salve remains. The conflict of interest is because you can nether patent this cure
(due to it containing natural ingredients) or makes as much money from this
treatment in compassion to the current prescribed drugs and chemo therapy. It’s as
simple as that.

Black Salve contains natural herbs and enzymes that are proven to neutralize
carcinogens. It is applied on the skin or where the cancer location is thought to be
(ie - breast cancer or tumour) to “draw it out”. The skin once excreting the cancer
then heals and the “hole” closes over.

Breast cancer, skin cancer and even a diagnosed untreatable Ewing Sarcoma
(bone cancer) has been cured using black salve -Full references can be found on
the once answer to cancer DVD. The Ewing Sarcoma case is unique as this is a
condition where only Chemo was thought to extend the life not cures it out right.

The potential of this cancer CURE treatment is yet to be fully realized in
consensus reality - The PUBLIC MUST CREATE PRESSURE (activism and
community groups) to ensure that Black Salve trials are PUBLICLY done and
are policed. If we don’t take this cancer cure PROOF to the media, get

governments on record and the cancer clinics to create public pressure
there will be no real time progress.
PLEASE READ THAT AGAIN
PLEASE READ THAT AGAIN
Big Pharma typically finance and make billions of dollars selling Chemo therapy
drugs, there is no policing the current conflict of interest at this time. This is why we
need an alternative medicine institute with a public face. Mean time there is
enough PROVEN cases file to get the ball rolling so to speak.

Tanya Anderson testifying to her successful black salve cure of an “incurable” cancer
Ewing Sarcoma (bone cancer) Taken from the one answer to Cancer
DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

The proof that PUBLIC and POLICED black salve trials must be done to find out the
true capacity of this treatment can be easily verified with medical records from
Tanya Anderson’s case. Tanya Anderson’s cancer cured case is unique, Tanya and
her family have testified to black slave pulling out and destroying an “incurable”
cancer.

Tanya Anderson’s Cancer being drawn by the black salve treatment -Taken from
the one answer to Cancer DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

One of our Heroes- Tanya Anderson Cured!

- Taken from the one

answer to Cancer DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

The Medical profession had nothing to offer me - Tanya Anderson testifying to her
successful black salve cure of an “incurable” cancer Ewing Sarcoma (bone
cancer) Taken from the one answer to Cancer DVDhttp://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/
This SUPPRESSED information needs your help to spread effectively through blogs,
friends, and community groups and in the media. Please help forward this PDF to
your government members and to as many as possible. We are all needed to work
together, that is the very essence of the Panacea spirit. Only as a community can
we create security. There is no university, doctor, faculty or cancer clinic teaching
this method at this time, if you can help this effort please contact us.

Black Salve Recipe

Note we do not recommend you make black slave check the credited naturopaths
on the on doctors are dangerous website for trusted sources. Consult your
naturopath here to find out how to apply this.

All screenshots are copyright and credited to ellains holingworths one answer to
cancer DVD, please support her research and consider purchasing this DVD, This is
the only open source method on DVD that we know of.
Step 1
First gather 50 grams of Bloodroot, Chaparral, Graviola and Galangal.

Then mix all ingredients into a bowl together.

Step 2
Pour 500mls of distilled water into a pot.

Then add 250grams of Zinc Chloride to the water

Step 3
Bring this mixture to the boil then simmer stirring frequently to ensure that there are
no lumps

Step 4
Next add the 4 dried herbs to the simmering mixture.

Stir continuously until ALL the lumps disappear.

This quantity is more than enough to last a family a lifetime. Hence this recipe will
need to be cut down to suit your needs.
Step 5
Once you have a smooth consistency add 25ml of DMSO to the mixture whilst still
stirring. DMSO acts as a carrier and helps take the formula deep into the tissues

Step 6
Add 25mls of glycerine and stir it in, this will help keep the formula moist. Depending
on the humidity you may have to add a bit more glycerine. Allow the mixture to
simmer for about 15 minutes.

Step 7
When the mixture cools and cures it isn’t runny anymore and has a paste like
consistency.

Step 8
Store the black salve in suitable glass containers; it is best used after it has been
sitting for 2 days at room temperature. Store these containers in your fridge it will
keep indefinitely but may dry up over time if this is the case simply add a bit of water
to re hydrate the mixture.

End

